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Study Objectives 

 Validate ease-of-use and ease-of-navigation for ABC Bank's money
movement features

 Bill Pay

 Transferring Funds

 Person-to-Person Payments

 Findings will be used to determine enhancements for future release(s)

 Determine the most appropriate category naming scheme, to enable
effective labeling and navigation

 Findings may impact releases in progress if critical enhancements are
identified.



Methodology: About this Study

 142 consumers participated in remote usability testing and naming
sessions

 Participants included a mix of active online banking customers age 18-65, half of
which are current ABC Bank customers

 Detailed demographic information provided in study appendix

 The asynchronous 20-minute session was conducted as follows:

 Task-based exercises: participants were instructed to complete 3 out of 6
common online banking tasks on a Website prototype

 These exercises were used to provide insight into both main study
objectives:  category naming and ease-of-use

 Categorization exercises: participants were provided a list of common
online banking activities, and asked to rank preferred names for that group
of activities

 Additional feedback was solicited around presentation of person-to-
person payment options
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Findings

 The prototype design presented to users performed exceptionally in
navigating users to two of the main tasks presented:

 Selecting “Pay Bills” for paying a one-time bill

 Paying a one-time bill was the only task that was successfully completed by
over 90% of participants

 Selecting “Transfers & Payments” for establishing a recurring transfer

 Starting the process of transferring funds between accounts was
discovered by most (95%) users, yet successfully transferring to and from
the proper accounts proved problematic for many (54%) visitors

 “Transfers & Payments”, however, was the first place mistakenly explored
for the following tasks:

 33% of those wanting to add a new biller

 17% wanting to cancel a payment

 26% wanting to pay a friend



Findings (continued)

 Tasks that performed only slightly below a typical prototype include:

 Adding a new biller

 The 2/3 of Participants that navigated through “Pay Bills” were largely
successful in completing the task, however a full 1/3 of participants
navigated through “Transfers & Payments”, and didn’t always
successfully navigate to the right area

 Setting up a recurring payment (through bill pay)

 The correct path, clicking on the name of the vendor, was generally
not the first thing users tried; many tried selecting the calendar, or a
link to ‘Next Payment Information’ before discovering the vendor
name generated a drop-down with option to set up “Auto Pay”



Findings (continued)

 Users had difficulty navigating to several common online banking
activities, including

 Cancelling a scheduled payment

 While the majority (62%) of participants succeeded at this task, only about
one-quarter (26%) of them knew to start at the “Transactions” tab

 Sending money to a friend

 While over one-third of participants started in “Transfers & Payments”
area, the majority (62%) began their navigation correctly through “Send
and Receive Money” link

 Success cases dropped off somewhat linearly at these points:

 Abandoning information in this tab, presumably due to not finding the
portion that deals with sending, vs. receiving, funds

 Going through the mechanics of a Western Union transfer

 Missing the final ‘send’ button required at the bottom of the page



Findings (continued)

 In terms of user preference for category names, terms with ‘manager’ in
them, such as “Payment Manager” and “Transfer Manager” tested poorly
against other options in each individual category, but tested 2nd best as a
term for all activities performed

 Within transactions, titles with the term ‘Schedule” and/or “Activity” were
also least preferred

 Regarding customer rating within category-specific options:

 The more specific “Pay Bills” or “Bill Pay” performed best in their category

 “Transfers & Payments”, “Account Transfers & Payments”, and “Make Transfers &
Payments” were very closely tied for best title

 Transaction categories were the most tight in terms of preference: with “View & Change
Transactions” and” Transaction Activities” ranked as a top-named category by over 50%
of ABC Bank and Non-ABC Bank customers alike

 “Send & Receive Money” was clearly the preferred title for a person-to-person payment



Findings (continued)

 Person-to-Person payment options achieved greater comprehension
and understanding when presented in table, versus paragraph format

 The most preferred title for the big-picture category name, when
provided a list of options, was the most direct “Payments and
Transfers”, selected by just under half of participants

 “Money Manager” was the next most liked, having been selected as a
favorite by just over one-quarter of participants

 Open-ended favorites included the common terms:

 Bank/Banking

 Money

 Pay/Payment

 Transfers

 Bills



Recommendations: Category Names

 Rename “Transfers & Payments”

 While people knew to go here to make an intra-account transfer, they often falsely clicked on this name
for other website tasks, especially paying bills and paying people

 Among the potential names, “Account Transfers & Payments” offers the best combination of being
more specific and well-liked by participants

 Consider consolidating “Transactions” into other online banking
categories

 This category name is overly general and did not gather the anticipated clickthrough for common
banking tasks

 Users went to a variety of links within Pay Bills, Transfers & Payments, and the left-content areas
expecting to get to content also provided in “Transactions”

 Among the potential names, “View & Change Transactions” is a good combination of being more
specific, and well-liked by participants

 Retain well-performing names

 Pay Bills (although Bill Pay is equally acceptable)

 Send & Receive Money (although upon updating other category names, second choice “Send Money
to Others” or “Send Money to People” would also be acceptable and may be preferable based on names
used for other tabs)



Recommendations: Pay Bills

Move critical “Add a New 
Biller” functionality more in-

line with existing billers



Recommendations: Pay Bills (drill-down)

Consider calendar functionality 
that allows users to adjust any 

kind of past and future 
transaction, including setting 

up Auto Pay
Enable users to edit future 
payment information from 
‘next payment information’ 

link



Recommendations: Left-Side Content

Make Future / Past 
Transactions links to 
review / edit actions

Allow click-through on 
individual accounts to 

lead to account-specific 
transactions



Recommendations: Transfers & Payments

Invert “To” and “From” –
test to to see if confusion 
around which account is 

reduced

Test location of continue 
button: *may* have lead to 

lower completion rates



Recommendations: Send & Receive Money

Consider a more condensed 
presentation of “Receive” vs. 

“Send” content such that 
users don’t miss the ability 

to send money

Implement the table 
version of the explanation 
of two methods, ideally in 

temporary window or 
separate page that is 

displayed upon request

Revisiting the above 
will bring the option 

to pay individuals 
higher on the page
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Tasks: Perceived Ease & Task Success
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Task Success: Path A 

Task(s)
Succeed: 
Intended 

Path

Time on 
task 

(mean, excl. 
timeout & 
abandons)

Comments

One-time bill 
pay

44/48 
(92%)

2 min 
17 sec 

Most participants knew to start by selecting 
the “Pay Bills” link, and from there most 
were able to pay a one-time bill

Cancel 
upcoming 
payment

41/66 
(62%)

1 min 
56 sec 

While the majority of people figured out 
how to cancel an upcoming payment, only 
¼ of them started by clicking on the tab 
labeled “Transactions”

Transfer funds 
from savings 
to checking

correct accts: 

43/65 (66%)

any accts: 

53/65 (82%)

1 min 
59 sec 

Most had no problem navigating through 
the task, but roughly one-third of 
participants (22/65), in the end, selected the 
wrong account. Over half (35/65) at one 
point during testing selected the incorrect 
from/to account.



Task Success: Path B 

Task(s)
Succeed: 
Intended 

Path

Time on 
task 

(mean, excl. 
timeout & 
abandons)

Comments

Add new biller
44/67 
(66%)

2 min 
14 sec 

Most participants knew to start by selecting 
the “Pay Bills” link, from there people tried a 
variety of links—most eventually found the 
appropriate text link

Recurring bill 42/72 
(60%)

2 min 
34 sec

While most participants began on the right 
track to set up a recurring bill, some got 
distracted by going down a variety of paths 
before honing-in on the appropriate path

Pay a friend

w/o final send 

29/71  (41%)

w/ final send

23/71  (32%)

1 min 
56 sec

The majority of participants (74%) started 
down the right path, with another 
significant but minor group trying to 
accomplish the task through “Payments and 
Transfers”. Success dropped off gradually 
through the various stages of the task.



Tasks: Perceived Ease
US Bank Customers vs. Non-Customers
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Task Success: Implications for Tab / Link Names

 “Pay Bills” performed well as an area to pay a one-time bill

 It was clear to users that “Transfers & Payments” would be used for
account-to-account transfers, yet there was some confusion around what
payments could be made in this area
 Several participants used the “Transfers & Payments” link for

 Recurring bill payment
 Add a new biller
 Pay a friend

 “Transactions” did not generate significant attention from users, even
when the task at hand required interacting with this tab
 When needed, it was not the first place users looked, almost always was

the third or fourth location



First Steps: Pay Utility Bill
1st task, Path A

n=48

92%

8%

 When asked to pay an energy bill, most participants knew that the right area to do so
would be the “Pay Bills” link.



First Steps: Add New Biller
1st task, Path B

 n=67

67%

33%

 Compared to paying a bill, participants were less confident that “Pay Bills” was the spot
to go to add a new biller; as 1/3 of users went to “Transfers & Payments” to set up a
new biller – most of which in the end failed at the task



First Steps: Cancel Payment to Centerpoint
2nd task, Path A

17%

32%

26%

9%

8%

 Canceling a payment created the most confusion among participants; with only ¼ of
users selecting the intended tab.  Users instead were looking for vendor-specific links.

Testing, n=66



First Steps: Set Up Recurring Payment
2nd task, Path B

11%

 The majority of participants believed they would be able to set up a recurring payment
by going to the calendar / date entry field; while fewer than 10 percent started by
clicking on the name of the vendor

59%

6%

Testing, n=66



First Steps: Establish Recurring Transfer
3rd task, Path A

Testing, n=66

95%

 Transferring funds between accounts was readily found by most participants from the
“Transfers & Payments” link



Trouble Spot: Establish Recurring Transfer
3rd task, Path A

Testing, n=66

While 66% (43/65) of 
participants selected 
the correct ‘to’ and 

‘from’ accounts; over 
half (35/65) had to 
make a correction 
after selecting the 

incorrect combination 



 Despite a relatively low task completion rate, almost 2/3 of participants felt that “Send
& Receive Money” would be the place to go to send money to a friend, with just over ¼
instead wanting to use “Transfers & Payments” link

First Steps: Send Money to a Friend
3rd Task, Path B

26%
63%



Trouble Spot: Send Money to a Friend
3rd Task, Path B

While roughly 2/3 of 
participants started on 

the ‘Send & Receive 
Money’ tab, about 1/3 
did not continue with 
options below; instead 

clicked over to 
“Transfers & 
Payments” or 

“Transactions”



Post-Task Comprehension: Paying People
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Open-Ended Comments: Common Themes 
(note: providing comments was optional)

Difficult to find certain functions: 
-“I was told to cancel one payment, but there 
was no link to cancel, only to pay” “I added a 
note. I am not sure if that took care of the 
problem.
-“It was a little confusing to figure out where 
to look ... I thought possible in future 
payments.... but found it in transactions...”

Easy once user got through 
learning curve:
-"A little difficult to find. Wish link on left 
stating ’Future Transactions’ just had a 
click bar that would take you directly to 
page as well.”
-"It was easy to complete after I found 
where to cancel it, that took a little 
digging.”

Look/feel/ease of use: 
-“I like the newer easier look of the site”
-“It was straight forward.... easy to follow 
through..... it asks if you to review your 
information in case there was an error”
-“Love how easy this was to set up and the 
options it gives you along the way.”

Text hard to read:

-“Everything was easy but you need 
more bolder print”

-“Print on menu items should be a 
little larger or highlighted”
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Send Money: Path A (Table version)

Q: Please read the following description of two methods available to send 
money to a person.

Given this information, which option would you choose in each of these 
circumstances?



Send Money: Path B (Non-table version)

Q: Please read the following description of two methods available to send 
money to a person.

Given this information, which option would you choose in each of these 
circumstances?



Send Money: 2 Explanations
(% of participants that responded correctly to which option they would use for each 
circumstance indicated)

Q: Please read the following description of two methods available to send money to a person. <user was 
presented either with table version or non-tale version> Given this information, which option would you 
choose in each of these circumstances?
*Note: Non-table version did not indicate the specific  fee associated with each transaction
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Category Favorites: Paying Bills 
(participants that ranked each as their most preferred name)
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Q: Imagine an area on an online banking site where you can do all of the following activities:
receive e-Bills, pay a bill, such as phone or utility, set up a recurring payment for rent / mortgage 
payment Please rank, in order of preference, the tab name you would most prefer to click on to get to 
each area.



Category Favorites: Paying Bills 
(participants that ranked each as their 1st or 2nd most preferred name)
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Category Favorites: Transfers
(participants that ranked each as their most preferred name)

Q: Imagine an area on an online banking site where you can: Transfer money between checking and 
savings accounts, Set up future recurring transfers or payments, Pay your US Bank credit card or line of 
credit from your accounts. Please rank, in order of preference, the tab name you would most prefer to 
click on to get to each area.
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Category Favorites: Transfers
(participants that ranked each as 1st, 2nd or 3rd most preferred name)
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click on to get to each area.



Category Favorites: Transactions
(participants that ranked each as their most preferred name)

Q: Imagine an area on an online banking site where you can: View a list of upcoming payments or 
transfers you've scheduled, Modify and/or cancel scheduled activities. Please rank, in order of 
preference, the tab name you would most prefer to click on to get to each area.
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Category Favorites: Transactions
(participants that ranked each as 1st, 2nd or 3rd most preferred name)
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Category Favorites: Paying People
(participants that ranked each as their most preferred name)

Q: Imagine an area on an online banking site where you can do all of the following activities: Send 
money from your bank account to a person via email or mobile phone, Send cash to somebody via 
Western Union. Please rank, in order of preference, the tab name you would most prefer to click on to 
get to each area.
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Category Favorites: Paying People
(participants that ranked each as their 1st or 2nd most preferred name)
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Title Favorite: All Activities (open-ended)

Q: Think about the banking activities you've seen today: paying bills, transferring funds, sending money 
to a friend, that type of thing. What 1-3 word title would you assign to these types of activities?

ABC Bank 
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Non-ABC Bank 
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Title Favorite: All Activities
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Q: Among these titles, which do you think BEST describes the types of 
tasks you were able to do at this Website?
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Demographics: Age
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Demographics: Gender
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Demographics: Bank Affiliation
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Demographics: Last Log-in to Online Bank 
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Demographics: Online Activities w/i Past 30 Days
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